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Introduction:
Education is the backbone of a nation. So

education should be acquired from the cradle to
grave. Higher education occupies the apex of
educational pyramid in the formal process of
education. Generally it comprises of three stages-
graduate,  post   graduate  and  research
programme.Higher education also comprises of
general, technical, commercial, medical, engineering,
law and other professional degrees and diplomas.
Therefore the scope of operation of higher education
is extensive and intensive. It is intensive in the sense
that, it provides a broad prospective of opportunities
to the students about almost all the aspect of our
life. In the recent year efforts have been made by
the commission to regulate the growth of higher
education as well as the establishment of new
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Universities and Colleges with a view to ensuring
that, higher education grows to meet the
genuineneeds of the society for trained manpower
with appropriate level of professional training.
Globalization increases the demand for higher
education and for educational quality.The
globalization is not a new but is an old age concept
which was first introduced by Adam Smith in the
year 1776 through the book titled wealth of Nations.
The word globalization connotes where all the
nations join their hands with each other and create
a kind of socio-economic environment to do
business or any commercial, cultural and educational
activities in which every participant nation should be
benefited. Globalization means more competition not
just with remains in the same countries but throughout
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all over the world. Globalization increased the
demand for education in two parts. The first is the
economic rising payoffs to higher education to global,
science based, knowledge and intensive economy
make University training more of a necessity to get
good jobs. The second part is socio-political,
demographic and democratic ideals increase
pressure on universities to provide access to groups
that traditionally have not attended Universities.
Globalization indeed sounds exciting and makes one
feel great and global in many respects such as
approach, attitude and changed mind set to compete
at international level and finally look for an elevated
quality of life. Knowledge society, information and
communication technologies, the market economy,
trade liberalization and changes in governance
structures elements of globalization have a significant
impact on higher education. Therefore nations across
the world have been striving to create the right
educational environment to promote effective
teaching and learning to achieve the unique
requirements of globalization.
Higher Education In India:

Higher education is an educational level that
follows the completion of a school providing a
secondary education. Higher education includes
teaching, research, exacting applied work and social
services activities of Universities. The primary role of
higher education is increasingly to transform students
by enhancing their knowledge, skills, attitudes and
abilities while simultaneously empowering them as life
long and reflective learners. The higher education
system in India grew Globalization and its Impact on
Higher Education in India rapidly after independence.
This makes the system of higher education in India
a highly fragmented one that is far more difficult to
manage than any other system of higher education
in world. However, other than a handful few
institutions of national importance providing high
quality higher education, the system is failing to
produce wealth creators and creative, intellectual
leaders who are much needed in all sectors of the
society. India’s higher education sector has failed
to map of the future demand for various skills,
Global Competition and Competitiveness.

Framework of Higher Education in India:
The present format of Higher Education in

 India was started in 1857 with the inception of
Universities in the three presidency towns. At
present, India possesses a highly developed higher
education system which offers facility of education
and training in almost all aspects of human’s creative
and intellectual endeavors such as arts and
humanities, natural and social sciences, engineering,
education, law, commerce and management, music
and performing arts, national and foreign languages,
culture, communications etc. For smooth conduction
of higher education in India we have the following
framework.Teacher education is the global society
today the aspects of rapid change, lifelong learning,
flexible routes of learning and the use of technology
have a major impact on all the areas of teacher
education. Major steps to be taken qualitative
expansion, value based, competency based and ICT
based teaching learning. Knowledge the impact of
globalization on higher education is the transition to
a knowledge society towards Universities as
knowledge- centers. Skill  Higher education is
seeking ways to meet the demands and challenges
put forth by globalization. Higher education today is
expected to produce skilled and trained workforce
who can compete in this global market. Education
policies Globalization also impact the education
policies on higher education in India.

Entry of Foreign Universities:
Foreign Direct Investment is important tool

of globalization. As government lack of funds FDI
is allowed into higher education. The foreign
Universities is expected to bring the quality
infrastructure in teaching, research as well as
physical infrastructure This will attract large scale
foreign investments into India and also to an extent
reverse brain drain. However, the government will
have to create a level playing field for all institutions
and also ensure that other factors are considered.
Their entry should also increase the qualities in
research areas and so on, rather than focus on
undergraduate programs.
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Communication:

The effects of globalization on education
bring rapid developments in technology and
communications. It changes the role of students and
teachers and producing a shift in society from
industrialization towards an information-based
society. E-learning- People with disability get benefit
from globalization only if they endowed with
knowledge, skills, capabilities and rights needed to
pursue their basic livelihoods. The introduction of
technology into the classroom is changing the nature
of delivering education to students is gradually giving
way to a new form of electronic literacy , more
programs and education materials are made available
in electronic form, teachers are preparing materials
in electronic form; and students are
generating papers,  assignments  and  projects  in
electronic form. Video projection screens, books
with storage device servers and CD rooms as well
as the emergence of on-line digital libraries are now
replacing blackboards. Even exams and grades are
gradually becoming available through electronic
means and notebooks are starting to give way to
laptops. Also, students can be examined through
computer managed learning systems and do tutorial
exercises on a computer rather than in a classroom.

Conclusion:
The higher education is treated as the

educational pyramid at present times. Now the
students have easy scope to acquire higher education
because a lot of colleges and Universities are  opened
for higher education. But contribute to national
development urgent steps will be taken to protect
the system from degradation. Therefore along with
quantitative expansive of education quality must be
maintain in relation to the global market. Therefore
the only slogan of today’s higher education will be
taught  according to requirement. Higher
education provisioning is a fairly capital intensive

process. It is generally accepted that higher education
contributes more to individual career building rather
than wider public good. Universities should make
provisions to provide loan and fellowship for research
atmosphere and building. The need for financing of
higher education for students, especially those coming
from low income households needs special attention.
We shoulden courage foreign universities to come to
India to setup in collaboration with existing Indian
institutions, colleges to promote global research
activities for sustainable development. It will also
improve our educational standards as well as solve
the burgeoning problem of enrolment. Opening Indian
higher education to foreign competition will benefit
us and boosts our growth.
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